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EXAMPLES OF NON-DISTINGUISHED
FRECHET SPACES

Jari Taskinen+

1. Introduction

A Frdchet space is non-distinguished, if its strong dual is not a barreled or

bornological locally convex space. The existence of such F!6chet spaces has been

well-known for a long time; in this paper we shall use the non-distinguished space

constructed by Köthe and Grothendieck, see [K1], 31.7.

Our first main result is the following: Given a Köthe echelon space ) of order 1

we can find a Frdchet-Montel (in short (FM)-) space .t' such that ) is isomorphic

to a complemented subspace of the projective tensor product F'ä*F. Using, for

example, the Köthe-Grothendieck example mentioned above we see that ,1lÖ,;r
can be chosen non-distinguished. This result answers a question of Bierstedt and

Bonet in [BB], Section 1.5. It also gives a new counterexample to Grothendieck's
question, whether the projective tensor product oftwo distinguished Fr6chet spaces

is again distinguished. However, this question was already solved by S. Dierolf,
see [D].

The rest of this paper is devoted to the study of the Frdchet space

c(R) n rl(R)

of continuous, tr1-integrable real functions on the real line. It seems that this
simply definable and concrete space is quite complicated and pathological from
the TVS-theoretical point of view. In section 3 we shall show that c(R) n rr(R)
is not distinguished and in Section 4 we shall study the projective tensor product
of c(R) n rl(R) and c(0,1). we shall present a condition concerning finite
dimensional Banach spaces, the validity of which would imply that this tensor
product does not have property (BB) in the sense of [T1]. However, the question

about property (BB) remains unsolved.
For locally convex spaces and their topological tensor products we shall use

the notation and definitions of [K1,2]. Let us only remark that the topological
dual of a space -E is denoted by E' and the space of continuous linear mappings
from .E in .E (respectively ]I) by I(E) (respectively L(E,F)). It A is a set in
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some locally convex space, we mean by r(,a) the absolutely convex hull of ,4, and
by /o the polar of A.

Acknowledgement. The author wishes to thank K.D. Bierstedt and Jos6 Bonet
for suggesting the topic of Section 2 and S. Dierolf for some remarks.

2. On the projective tensor product of (FM)-spaces

We begin with the following generalization of Theorem B.B in [T2].
Theorem 2.L. rf ) is a Köthe echelon space of order 7, then there is an

(FM)-space F such that ), is isomorphic to a cimplemented. subspace of F&*F,
Proof' In the following we shall use constantly the construction of Section 3

of [T2].
Let (ap*)f;,*:1 be the Köthe matrix of ), i.e., we assume that the topology

of ) is determined by the seminorms

6

ll("-)ll* ,: I ak*ln,.l.

we assume that 0 l ak^ 3 a*+t,*r"r;; and rn and that for each rn there is
an ap* f 0.

We define the finite dimensional vector spaces Mn, En, Nn, N1, and ,4r,
and the norm p as in [T2], Section 3. We replace the norms (p*l A") of [T2] by

(2.1) (prl A*) ,: o,o!] (,ro-,tr,oo(, * å r,) * å 
*p(v,)* 

H,*rf 
r,i) ,

where r lDtat e Mn O Ot, Nt,. -,4.,.,. tr'inally, we set as in [T2]

r ,: {, : Q^)Ltlzn € An,fip(z) ::ftrotr,lfr,) < *}.
[ 

. t./It:tt-to - --,.,rh 

n:l )

1o. To show that,F ir u Montel space we use the proof of proposition 3.2 in
[T2]; we only replace (3.2) by

4rx+1 - )

(3.3) by
7/2
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and (3.a) by 
7tz

o'o!.'nu ao!^n' '"'8r,

The other changes are straightforward.
2" . Let us denote by P" the natural projection from -F onto ,4.o . It z e FgF

and z:D;a;@ål is an arbitrary finite representation, then for all ,t

pr(a;)F*(bi)d - t(T,u klA,)(P,",)) (» @rlA*)(P,r,))

: 
n;(,u- tA,)(P,,,)) (,1- tA*)(P,*u,))

rlrnl

_ »@n & Fx)((e & P,n)(r)).
rl rm,

This shows that the sum

(2.s) i,* eP*)(z)
n rttl:l

converges absolutely il iA^F to z for all z € Fgfi'. Moreover, by the definition
of the projective tensor norm and (2.2),

(2.4) (fr* e Fx)(z) > !(po I Fx)(r.*),
fltfr

where znm i: (P"6 P*)(z) . The converse of Q.a) is true by the triangle inequality

»
i

(2.2)

so that

(2 5) (p* & Fx)(r) _ » @n & Fx)(r,*).

Since .FO.F ir dense in F6*F, the equality (2.5) holds also for all z e FA"r.
This result will be needed later.

3o. We show that ) is isomorphic to a subspace "f F&*F.
Forall ne N let zne Ar&A*cFönF beasintheproof of TheoremS.S

of [T2]. By [T2], there are constants Cx ) 0 such that

(2.6) ia@rspz)(2") S (pr 8 p*)(2") < C*
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for all k a^nd n. We can consider the tensors zn as elements of. F&*F in the
natural way. By comparing the definitions of py, and f7, we get a*n(p*8px)(r") :
(p* e p*)(2,). Hence, (2.6) implies

(2.7) loo*< (fr*@frx)(2") l Cnoxn

for all n and k.
The equality (2.5) shows that

(2.8)

for all scalar sequences (o") with only a finite number of non-zero elements.
Let-(e")p, be the natural basis of ). We define the linear mapping t[ fiorn

) into .t'Ö"F by ,bG") - zn. The formulas (2.7) and (2.8) imply that Ty' is a
topological isomorphism from ) onto the subspace O ,: ,bQ).

4o. We show that .E is a complemented subspace.

It follows directly from (2.5) that the natural projection 4 fro* .F$,F onto

n,:@An&An
n=l

is continuous. Hence, it is enough to show lhat E is complemented in A.
For all n € N the linear spaqsp (2") is a 1-dimensional subspace of AnPAn.

Hence, there exists a projection Fn frorn An& An onto sp (2,) such that llP"ll :
1, where the operator norm is taken with respect to (Ä"8 An,Fx@)&FU"). Here
k(n) is the smallest integer for which crk1n1n 10. We claim that

is a continuous projection from A onto E .

@*eFiQ)<4-1c;1,

where C6 is as in (2.6). We denote by N' the subset of N for which ap* f 0 if.

and only if. n € N'. Then, by (2.1,), (2.5), (2.7) and the definitions above (note

(px&Fx,(ä o,,*): 
ä 

b,l@*&Fx)(,,)

oo

F-OP"
n:l
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(p* & Fr,)(p r)- » @* & F*)(F"(P* I P")z)
n€N'

S 4cx» Qkn 
@r1,) t Frt"))((P" e P,)z)

? ok(n)n

a 4cx»@x&F*)((e I P*)z)

Hence, -P i. u continuous projection from .4 onto .E. Q.E.D.
As an immediate application of this theorem we get

Corollary 2.2. There exists an (FM)-space i such that the tpu"" FäoF it
not distinguished.

Proof. We take the Köthe-Grothendieck non-distinguished space for ) in the
previous theorem.

Bierstedt and Bonet ask in [BB], Section L.5., if the projective tensor product
of two F!6chet spaces .E and F with Heinrich's density condition (for definition,
see [BB]) also satisfies the density condition. By Corollary 1.3.(2) of [BB], every
Frdchet space with the density condition is distinguished. On the other hand,
all (FM)-spaces satisfy the density condition, see [BB], Section 1.1. Using our
Corollary 2.2. we thus get

Corollary 2.3. There exisis a Fröchet space F with Heinrich's density con-
dition such that F&*F is not distinguished and does not satisfy the density con-
dition.

This corollary is also a partial answer to Question 13.11.3 in [PB].
It should be noted that, as a consequence of the preceding constructions, the

projective tensor product of (FM)-spaces need not always be reflexive.

3. On the space C(R) n rr(R)

Counterexamples to problems concerning topological vector spaces are often
obtained by very abstract constructions. However, there exist also more concrete
spaces (occurring in analysis), the structure of which is non-trivial from the TVS-
theoretical point of view: for example, in this section we study the function space
C(R) n rr(R). We shall show that this space is not distinguished; hence, finding
a satisfactory topology in the dual of the space is diflftcult.
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By C(R) n ,r(R) we mean the space of continuous, -t1-integrable functions
/ : R -+ R endowed with the seminorms

pk(f):: max 
{,j=1,*, l/{*)1, f ,f @)l d.}.(3. 1)

The completeness of this space can be verified by considering it as a subspace of
.Ltf"(R) of locally integrable functions on the real line.

We shall now define the subspace ) of C(R) n rr(R), the structure of which
resembles that of the Köthe-Grothendieck non-distinguished space mentioned in
Section 2.

For all rn € N let us denote by X- the characteristic function of the interval

l2-*,2-* *2-zm+t1and let us define the continuous mappinE f*: R -i R by

f ̂ (*) 
: x*(a)sin (22^ru).

These functions have the following properties:
1'. The supports are distinct for different /-.
2o. For all rn e N

and

:åRlr,"(") l - 1

3o. For all nL e N we have /å f *(*)d" - 0,

T 2- rn +2- 2rn*L

I V*@)l dr: t lsin (2'*7rn)l a,
J lr"o\ /l 

J
2- fn

g- rn tr- 2^
212

_ t sin (2 2*n*) d* - 2-2rn*2n-7I
2- rn

? 
2- n *r;2rnlL

J* 
f *(r)z dr - 

,!_, 
sin2 (2'"' r r) dr - 2-2rn .

4o.If f e C(R), then

oo
f

lim 22* I f @)f *(r) dr - 0.
,n+oo j*
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if m ) Trtot

)f ,*(,) d.l- 
| I f @)f,*(,) d,r - | /(0 )r,*(,) d"l

. Then,

tI,,

Fbr if €,

2-Zmo*1

-oo -oo

/(0)) sin(22* rr) ," 
I

Z- rn +2-2rnlr
f
I

J
2- rn

(rr r) -

0 ( r <(2-'n +2- 2rn +1 )

1 e2-2rn*2 n-L .

Finally, for all n,m € N we denote en*(r) : l^(* - n * 1) and we define )
as the closed linear span of (en*)n,*e17y . Note that the supports of the functions
enn are distinct for different n or n't.. For simplicity, we also denote C(R) n
rr(R) :: E.

Lemma 3.L. The subspace ) is complemented in E.

Proof. We define the mapping P from .E into the space of all real functions
on the real line by

,J

Z- rn +2- 2rn lL

t lsin( 22'n Tt r)l a*
J

2- rn

f € E.
... But
r all fr)

f ,"'
and let

oo T f"'*a*
Pf :: D "*-?.n,n:r I e2r*dx

We shall show that P is in fact a 
"orrtirrro*lrojection 

from -E into ).
1o. We check first that Pf is a continuous function R -r R for all

The continuity is clear everywhere else except in the points x:0,1.,2r3r.
in these points the continuity follows from the facts that 1""^@)l ( 1 fo
n and rn and that

J*(i r",*d*) (i "r-a') 
-' : o

for all n and continuous /;see the properties 3o and 4o of the functions
2o. We show that P has the other required properties. Lel k ) 7

f e E with p7,(/) ( 1. Then

r e[- k ,k)



,n

tr\
)

*,,,.ln*z- 
rn,iiX- n' +2- 2rn'r' 

l 
l 
€ nrn(" ) l

n*2- n +2- 2rn*L

a 4tr-' I Vl d*
i.* n+!- *

U . It is easy to see that P(E) C Å.
räc€ sp( €nm)r,-€N of ). Hence, P

chet space of cff -valued sequences

ldr

ld"

»
k,nt t

)E
spa

rg

16cl
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and

( T f"n*"\
px@f)lpxl » €nrn-l

t ,r<r}eN I e2nord,r I\ 
r,+ ,-); ,',-)*, 

/ 
r

I / f"n* d*l

+ » pr,(€nm)

n)k,nz€N I ezr* dr

< 2*,j:?,*, (,=ä.* enm(*)2'- 
Il"n'*ld

+ » 22n T ,"n*l o*n*'-- I'-2rn*' ,r, o,

n)k,nz€N !* n+{-*

<zk sup.(f  n-'"n-(r)) + Irel--k,k) \"= Gr* I n)k,r,

This shows that P maps E continuously into )

Moreover, P is idempotent on the dense subsp
is also a projection onto ). Q.E.D.

It is convenient to introduce the followit g

Definition 3.2. By 
^ 

we mean the Fr6,

(X")Lr, for which the norms

w((x,11:- å nx,ll,*

Here ll . ll"r is the cf -norm

llx*ll,"r_ ;?R {z'*l* "*l}
rnm € R; cff is the space of sequences (o*)f:, for which lim

oo

llx"ll,t- » l*n,,,l.,
nt:l

are finite for all k .

(X" - (nnm)ä-r,
2z'nlo,-l : 0), if n
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if. n> k.

By Ati we denote the sequenc" (X")Pr for which Xn : 0, if n I i, and for
which the elements of x5 are 0 except the j-th element, which is equal to 1.

Lemma 3.3. Tåe space I\ is topologicaJly isomotphic to \.
Proof. The isomorphism is determined by mapping the element en* e ), lo

2-2*ån*. We leave the details to the reader.
By [K1] 22.6.(3) and 19.9.(1), the dual of A is the space of such lf -valued

sequences (Y")Lt for which one of the norms

,7(1v")) :: suP{ ll% ll"* }

is finite; here ll 'll"r it the lfl-norm

ll%ll,r : ll(Y,^)ff=, ll,r : L'-'*lr**1,
m=l

if n ( fr (/f is the space of sequences (o-) for which D2-'*lo*l < m), and

the norm of loo, if. n > k.
By r we denote the topology of Ä' determined by the neighbourhoods

/o \
w :t ( [J crBr ) ,

\*-r /
where I means the absolutely convex hull, (c;r) runs over all positive sequences

and B* is the set

{v :1v"17, € Ä, I qi((%)) < 1}.

This is the associated bornological space of the strong dual Ä'6 (see [K1], Sections

28,29).
A bounded set in Å is contained in a set Opr("xBx)" for some positive

sequence (c5). Hence, a basis of A'r-neighbourhoods is defined by the sets

(fl,"-"-,')' : (t,[ "*'u))

Theorem 3.4. The space C(R)nrr(R) isnon-distinguisåed'

Proof. In view of Lemmas 3.1 and 3'3 it is enough to show that Ä', is
not bornological. But the structure of Å is very similar to that of the Köthe
Grothendieck non-distinguished space, [K1], 31.7, and we can use the same proof:

We take a r-neighbourhood % : f(ULrBxlk) and show that if

U : (U")Zr : (u"*)Cn-l e Vs,
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then there is an ,Af € N such that lu n*l
the other hand as in [K1] *" see that if
an element 2»L, ånk@) belongs to V ,

enough. This consideration shows that V
and L'u do not coincide, and the space 

^;

(4.1)

a Äf -neighbourhood V is given, then
provided the numbers k(") are large
( Vs . Hence, the topologies of (^' ,, r)
is not bornological. Q.E.D.

4. On the projective tensor product of C(R) n rr(R) and C(0,1)

In this section we shall study the question whether the space

(ctR) n L{R))E,c(0, 1)

has propertv (BB) in the sense of [T1]. Unfortunately, we can not solve the prob-
Iem here, but we shall describe a condition concerning finite dimensional Banach
spaces, the presence of which would imply that (a.1) does not have property (BB).

We shall again begin the study by choosing some elements and subspaces of
,E : C(R) n ,Lr(R). This time we shall not, however, specify the functions so
carefully.

Using, for example, suitable convolutions of the characteristic functions of
some subintervals of [0, rn-1] , where rn € N, it is possible to find positive functions
f* e E with the following properties:

7". f*(*):0, if " 410,*-t),
2o. sup,.pl/-(r)l : t,
3'. _/ f*(r)4s: (2m)-1,

oo oo

4". I f*@)'a*2ä ! f*(x)da.
For all ",å ,N and , : ,-L ,n't wedenote en*t(a) ,: f *(* - (i - 1)m-t - n) .

Finally, wedefineforall ft,ffi€ N the subspace Mo*:sp{e.*ili - 1,...,,m} C
.E. We note the following facts:

5'. If k 1n, then (Mn*,px) is isometric to l,i for all rn. The isometry is
defined by identifyirg (e.^t)Y_, with the usual basis of /fl. Note that p1,(e**) -(2*)-'.

6o. Similarly, if å ) n,it is easy to see that for all f e M**

pk(f)-

alad (Mn*,pr) becomes isometric to (.\. Again, (en^)Lt corresponds to the
natural basis of l§, and, by definition, px(en^t): 1 for all i.

Lemma 4.L. There is for every frtfft € N a projection Qn* from E onto
Mn^ such that for ail k e N iåe operator norm of Qn* with respect to the space
(E,p*) is not greater than 2.

sup lf (r)1,
r€R
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Proof , We define Q n*

Qn,nt(/):-

Hence,

Z: I t... sffi

We can now make the followit g

of non-distinguished Fröchet spaces

:- »LrQnmi, where

i f@)"n*rdr

I (",,n;(x))' d*
€nmi

for / € .8. It is clear that Qn^ and Qnp; are idempotent and, hence, projections.
Assume that k ( n. Let f e E be such that pr(/) ( 1. Then

n olq-'i oo

» I lf@)la*= llrr"ltd,a<p1,(f)<ti:l nam--r1i-r; -6

and, by 4o and the Hölder inequality,

*tT 
r

p*(e,*f) s 4n" »l J f {*)",*;(Q drlp*@,*)
.-, _m

n-+m 'r

: ril t f@)".*;(*)d.*l
=i 

Jl
'-' ,*--t1i-f)

n-+n '1n

= 
,D J V@)l a*. sup {e,-; (*)} < 2.

;=1 n**!tp-l)

Hence, llQ"*ll ( 2 in the space L((E,po)) of continuous linear mappings on
(E,p*),if k1n.

Assume now that k> n.It is clear that if f e E, px(f) ( 1., then

i e,*;(r) d'r

Px(Q**tf) < -# ^ Pxkn^) 12'

_! (e**;(x))'dr

{pr(Q,*tf )} Q.E.D.
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Remark 4.2, Let Uyn and Uoo* be the li- and l§-unit balls of R- and
Iet I/ be the unit ball of C(0,1). If there exist increasing, unbounded positive
sequences (r")Er, (r*)ä=, and (rn")p, such that

(4.1) T(mtJ1*8 y) n l(nl)**sv) Cl((r.mt)1*ts*tJ"o*)6V)

for all (*,n), where nz and n run through some infinite sets A^ arrd An of
positive integers and rn ) n1o, then the space (C(R)nrr(R))S,C(O,1) does not
have property (BB).

Proof. Let W* C E be the closed unit ball of p7, and let

a ': ll t(zk-twk@v)
rt=1

be a bounded set in E6oF. Suppose by antithesis that there is an increasing
positive sequence (rl) such that

Bcr(forrLWr)ev).

We choose an fi,s € An such that

(4.3)

(4.2)

(4.4)

and then an rrls € Arn, TTL1 ) TTLno t such that

s mo ) 2r no*,.

Using Lemma 4.1., the hypothesis, properties 5o and 6o, a consideration similar
to that in the proof of Theorem 4.5, [T1], and (a.3) and (4.4) one can see that

/\
([lf(zk-tI7* s v) ) t(Mno*osv) /r((npr'*w1,) o tz; .(M,o*o&v)
\'t' /

which contradicts (4.2). Q.E.D.
We shall still present an approach to the hypothesis of Remark 4.2 by speci-

fying certain tensors in the spaces involved.
We denote the canonical basis of R- by ("1)3, and the l.[ -rorrn of R- by

ll .ll. W" choose the numbers Qnm ( 2, where ntrn e N and rn> n such that

rn?- Q,n") /zg,nn - r?, .
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spaces ln* isometrically in C(0, 1). In this way we

87

canThen we imbed the
consider the tensors

znm

as elements of Rm S C(0, 1)

By [P], 22.4.6., we get:

1". (ll ' ll, e ll 'llo^^)('n*): *'
2". (ll ' ll- e ll ' llo,-Xr" *): rntlzn.
3o. The tensor 

"i"å"a"nis an element of the space L(li, C1o, t;)' We

factorize znm as follows:

q as lT,^ !\ lT 3\ ln* J' c(0,1),

where 2n* is defined by ,n*, 9r and p2 ate the natural, algebraic identity

mappings and .I is the embedding' It is immediate that llpr7"*ll: 1 and lllprll :
*{t-^-z)lzt,* . Grothendieck's theorem (see [Pi], Theorem 5.19) now implies that

(ll' ll." s ll' llcX,"*) l Gn

where G is auniversal constant and ll 'llc it thenorm of C(0,1)'
we see from 1o and 3o that the tensors G-"n* belong to the left-hand side

of (4.1), but the problem is to get a suitable lower bound to the norm connected

with the right-hand side of (4.t ). However, the following intuitive remark makes

the previous approach interesting: A typical "good" representation of zn* with
respect t" ll ' ll, g ll 'llc (i.e., a representatiott z,*:Da;8 äi for which

! llorll,llårllc = (ll 'll, o ll 'llc)(2"-)
i

is zn^ : DLre;8 e;, since

i ll,,ll,ll"rllc : f ll"nll,ll", llc^^: m.
i=7 i=l

On the other handl znn calrtot have a "good" representation for ll 'll-e ll 'llc
in R* @ ln^ because of 2o and 3o. In order to show that zr- belongs to the

right-hand'åiäe "f (4.1) one should find a representation which is "good" enough

f* ll 
. llr e ll . llc and ll ' ll." O ll . llc simultaneously. The representations mentioned

above ,r" ,"ty different, but we do not know the answer for all representations.

It is clear that this approach to "probl6me des topologies" in the case of

(C(R) n Ir(R))8"C(0, 1) is not the only possible. However, it really seems to the

author that the methods of [T3] cannot be applied here to get a positive answer.

Other interesting ,pu,"". fråm this point of view would be (C(R) n fr(R))
&,X, where X is an arbitrary f,oo-space, the tensor product of C(R) n'l(R)
with itself, (C(n) nre(R))Sotro, where 1 ( p < oo and llp+7ls: 1 etc.

:- i e;E e;€ R-
i:1

forall n)m €N)rrt

a tn,

)n.
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